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Put our massive repository of technical data and
analysis to work for you.
TECHNICAL DATA AT YOUR FINGERTIPS

EASY ACCESS TO DATA

Inside Technology puts years of technology
intelligence at your fingertips. Whether
you’re looking for credible, court-defensible
evidence of use to support your IP strategy
or in-depth competitive technical intelligence
to boost design wins, Inside Technology
delivers the data, reports, images, and
analysis you need — 24/7.

Inside Technology simplifies and streamlines
the search process, helping you find the
information you’re looking for quickly and
easily. It draws on Chipworks’ database of
rigorous, internationally respected analysis
of market-leading technologies. You have
access to technical data on over 15,000
devices sourced worldwide.

DEPTH AND BREADTH OF DATA
Our teardown data combined with our
analysis data offers a technical database that
is unrivalled. Depending on your subscription
level, you will have access to:
•

Package Images

•

Die Markings

•

Basic Teardown Reports

•

Product Inventory

•

Die Photos

•

Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM)
x-sections

•

Scanning Capacitance analysis

•

Materials Analysis

•

Transmission Microscope (TEM)
x-sections

•

Circuit Schematics

Patent and Technology Partner
to the World’s Most Successful Companies
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Technology reports

parent-child relationships

Chipworks technology reports are
exhaustively researched and our findings are
reported in standardized, easy to read report
formats that maximize the amount of useful
information.

Inside Technology offers unique, detailed
hierarchical genealogy trees that allow you
to quickly and easily see who has won a
socket in a specific product and where else
you can find devices.

Each report goes as deep as required
to document the innovation with an
appropriate level of detail.

regular updates
Our labs analyze, on average, 2 products
per day and this analysis is uploaded to our
database regularly. Inside Technology allows
you to set alerts so you will be notified when
new data arrives. This is not just any data,
but data that is focused specifically on your
interests or products.

For over 20 years, Chipworks has been a trusted patent and
technology partner to the world’s largest and most successful
companies. Business leaders rely on us to help them identify
and fully leverage their most valuable patents and provide
crucial analysis of high-revenue products in the most
competitive, fastest changing technology markets.
By combining deep patent and market knowledge with
an unmatched ability to analyze the broadest range of
technology products we are able to provide the most
insightful Patent Intelligence and Competitive Technical
Intelligence services in the industry.

1891 Robertson Rd. Suite 500
Ottawa, ON K2H 5B7 Canada
info@chipworks.com
chipworks.com

North America 1.888.829.0414
Japan +81.45.478.7023
Korea +82.31.782.8204
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